It’s Happening Right Now

More than 400 diaspora engagement initiatives globally... having an impact in more than 56 countries.
We are inspired by:

Created 76 companies with 50+ domestic and international partners

Approved 20 new projects and created 2,000 + new jobs

$50 million in gross value added to Scotland
The Puerto Rico Global Initiative was created by ConPRmetidos to connect Puerto Ricans around the world. It's a network of professionals, students, entrepreneurs, artists, investors, philanthropists, the young and the experienced, boricuas and friends of Puerto Rico, brought together by the common purpose of supporting the Island's economic development.
We will succeed by:

- Promoting collaboration among Puerto Ricans in the Island and abroad.
- Attracting investments to the Island.
- Recruiting and retaining top-notch talent to spur innovation and growth of local industries.
What we’re doing:

- The Puerto Rico Global Initiative’s digital platform (puertoricoglobal.profinda.com). A professional matchmaking tool that facilitates knowledge sharing and collaboration.

- Roadshow networking events in Chicago, Orlando, and Boston.

- PR Global Ambassador Program

- A national crowd-funding campaign to fundraise for high-impact nonprofits in Puerto Rico.

- Recruitment of top-notch Puerto Rican doers that promote the Government’s incentives for doing business in Puerto Rico.

- Alliances with job-hunting firms in Puerto Rico so that competitive job opportunities in the Island are accessible to the diaspora.

- Alliances with student organizations in Puerto Rico and abroad so that recruiting companies have access the best Puerto Rican talent.
The right people, the right insight, at the right time

Enjoy working easier, faster and better than ever before.

SIGN UP
- Email address
- Password
- Password confirmation

OR SIGN IN WITH...

SIGN IN WITH LinkedIn

SIGN UP

SIGN IN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company/university</th>
<th>Co-Founder &amp; Managing Director</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Owner in Puerto Rico</td>
<td>San Juan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Countries I've worked in**
- El Salvador
- Puerto Rico
- United States

**Cities I've worked in**
- San Juan, Puerto Rico
- San Salvador, El Salvador
- Washington, District of Columbia

**Start date at this company/employer**
01/09/2012

**Sector experience**
- Nonprofit

**Skills**
- Board Development
- Connector
- Entrepreneur
- Event Planning
- Fundraising
- Networking
- Non-Profit
Create Task
FIND PEOPLE WITH THE KNOWLEDGE YOU'RE LOOKING FOR

Description of your task:
Sales Pitch for New App: I have created an App that is like an Uber for bikes. I would love to get feedback on the sales pitch and power point presentation.

Tag the attributes you're looking for:
- Marketing
- Technology
- Advertising
- New York City, New York

Add limiting factors
(only find colleagues with the following attributes)

Find Save as draft Create

Not sure what to look for?
Your colleagues have provided the following information about their knowledge and experience:
- Qualifications, Languages, Projects,
- Brand experience, My city, Member type,
- Area of study/learning,
- Professional Affiliations, Interests,
- Company/university,
- Countries I've worked in, Skills,
- Sector experience, Cities I've worked in
Please tell us more about your task
so that your colleagues get a better understanding of what you're looking for:

Title:
Sales Pitch for New App

Type of help required:
I'm looking for feedback or advice

Time commitment required:
Hours

Needed by:
18/12/2015

Private task

Files:

After filling in this information you can quickly invite any other colleague by clicking 'invite'.

Save as draft  Create
202 MATCHES FOUND

Diana Pastrana
Global Media Marketing
Bloomberg
New York City, New York

TOP SKILLS
- Branding
- Advertising
- Interpretation
- Translation
- Media Planning
- Communications Strategy
- Marketing

Jackie Bird
CEO, Co-Founder & Business Developer
University of Puerto Rico–Río Piedras (PR)
New York City, New York

TOP SKILLS
- Research
- Event Planning
- Project Management
- Strategy
- Entrepreneur
- Cultural Insights
- Consumer Trends
- Consumer Research
- Media Strategy
- Media Planning

Tara Sherry-Torres, MSW
Owner-Principal, Cafe Con Leche
University of Pittsburgh (PA)
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

TOP SKILLS
- Research
- Marketing
- Grant Writing
- Consulting
- Communications Strategy
- Advertising
- Business Development
- Project Management
- Community building
- Social Media
Global Collaboration Flowchart

This is how connections work on Puerto Rico Global.


Task Commitment: hours, minutes, days

Type of Help: I'm looking for introductions/new connections, I'm looking to make introductions/new connections, I'm looking for feedback or advice, I'm looking for information or research, I need help with a business opportunity, I'm looking for new business, I'm looking for work or internships, I'm looking to share my expertise to solve business problems, I'm hosting an event or meetup, I'm looking for a mentor, I need help with a business problem, I'm looking for investment, I'm looking to promote Puerto Rico

puertoricoglobal.profinda.com
PUERTO RICO GLOBAL

an initiative of CONPRMETIDOS